Top 5 things about CLICsearch, the new CLIC shared catalog

1. Scopes

Use the scopes to broaden or narrow your results. The default search will pull results that are available through CLIC or online.

2. Where’s CLICnet?

CLICnet and Summon have been replaced with CLICsearch, a powerful discovery tool that allows users to search for physical and online resources, place requests, manage their library account, and more!

3. Expand My Results

Check the box to expand your results to items that we may not have full text access to currently but that can be requested through Interlibrary Loan.

4. Your Account / Sign In

Login into your library account for expanded search results and to access account functions like creating folders, saving searches, renewing items, and more.

5. Help

For help see our LibGuide: http://libguides.bethel.edu/clicsearchtemplate
Or contact us from our Library Help page: https://www.bethel.edu/library/help